TAGARNO APPS
CUSTOMIZE YOUR TAGARNO DIGITAL MICROSCOPE
WITH QUALITY CONTROL IMPROVING APPS

Focus Stacking
Create one ultra-sharp image of a product by stacking
images at different focus heights on top of each
other. No blurred or out of focus areas of the image.

Ruler
Precise and quick measurement of a sample with
vertically and/or horizontal rulers in a variety of colors
depending on your product.

Image Comparison
Compare samples to a reference image of a golden
sample with various display options.

Watermark
Brand images with company logo, confidential text,
date and time, field of fiew plus microscope name
and serial number.

Measurement
Measure lines, radiuses and angles directly on your
microscope. Add text and arrow annotations when
needed.

Verification Lines
Verify your product by placing vertical and/or
horizontal lines as a layer on top of the image.

DXF Overlay
Identify miniature PCB components by importing DXF files to your digital microscope.
The DXF file will appear as an overlay over the PCB. Use the search feature to search
for components names in the DXF file to rapidly locate these on the PCB.

Particle Analyzer
Identify and validate sizes directly on the microscope with Particle Analyzer app. The
app outlines all shapes in the sample and calculates length and width mean, median
and standard deviation.

Speck Counter
Automatically identify dark specks/impurities in a product to ensure consistently high
quality products.

Color Analyzer
Identify the average color of a sample objectively and automatically with the Color
Analyzer app. The app uses a set of predefined settings to analyze the colors of a
sample and then lets the operator know whether the product is a go or no go.

TRY THE APPS FOR FREE

CONTACT TAGARNO

Activate the free trial license period on your TAGARNO FHD PRESTIGE,
FHD TREND or FHD UNO to gain full access to the apps for 30 days.
This allows you to get to know the applications without having to pay
anything.

Sandøvej 4, 8700 Horsens, Denmark
www.tagarno.com | mail@tagarno.com | +45 76 25 11 11

